
LWVPR Observers Corp Report:
Planning & Zoning Commission & Public Hearing

Date of Meeting: 11/10/2022

Type of Meeting: Planning & Zoning Commission

Commissioners and Staff Members present:

Members: Terese Schuepfer, James Coogan, Ken Dallmeyer, James Hanlon, Clayton
Hutchinson, Rebecca Mills, Annette McMillan, E.J. Paprocki, Scot Karstens

Staff: Claudia Hampel (PZC Coordinator), Mary Beth Golden (Sr. Admin. Asst.), CPD
Director Drew Awsumb

Media Coverage? unsure

Was there a Quorum? yes

Approximately how many attendees? At least 15.
Multiple in-person speakers and audience
members

Agenda posted in advance? yes

Sufficient time for public comments? 3 minutes max allowed at start, but speakers were
allowed to go over, as noted below

Topics of Note:



Topic: PUD-22-0001 – Planned Unit Development for Mixed Use Development in B-1
Retail and Office District at 820 West Talcott Road.

This property is located near the corner of Talcott and Cumberland, next door to funeral home
and across Fairview from Roosevelt Elementary. Commissioner Annette McMillan recused
herself (she has previously opposed developments at this location by this firm, as a member
of the public / resident). The same architectural firm has presented prior proposals several
times over the past few years and noted their efforts to take public input, city input, and comp
plan into account. A 3-story building (step-back on 3 rd floor) is proposed with ground floor
commercial and 11 residential units.  Residential parking in basement of building would be
accessed via ramp off Fairview driveway.  Commercial traffic off Talcott.

Architect noted reduction in commercial space (office and/or retail) to 4,000 sq ft is less than
the requirements of 8,500 in code – argued it is intentional to limit impact on neighborhood &
maximize space available for parking (16 parking spots included, only 12 required by code). 8
Talcott curb spaces.  Trash enclosed within parking to also minimize impact. Dwelling units (6
on 2nd, 5 on 3rd), all but 2 have balconies facing north. Majority 3 bedrooms (master, others for
bedroom, office, and/or guestroom) luxury apartments, maintenance-free. Demographic:
empty nesters. Landscape plan improves current use (asphalt parking lot surface with no
drainage or sewers). This project would involve stormwater management improvements –
vault for storage. 6-foot board on board fence, vinyl with row of plantings – shade trees and
arborvitae for privacy enhancement.

Many questions from commissioners for architect, engineering consultant, traffic engineer,
and owner. Owner estimated rent of $3500-4000/mo. Traffic engineer reviewed the CMAP
data and state & federal standards applied to estimate traffic volume, peak demand, and
timing. School drop-off / pick up times are outside the peak traffic hours for Talcott.

Topic:  Process / Efficiency Note

Questions posed by commissioners were at times redundant with packet materials /
applicant’s documentation. Questions at times indicated lack of awareness of facts in packet
and/or code requirements.



Topic: Public Comment Portion of meeting on PUD Proposal (approx 30 minutes)

1:03:40 – 1:07:27 PZC Commissioner Annette McMillan spoke as a neighboring resident at
the mic. She said PUD not intended to serve as a means by which an applicant can seek to
circumvent normal zoning or land use regs (build a “giant residential building on a B1 lot”).
She said the developer should be required to double their commercial space – make it 52%
larger than it is, because she charges that by reducing their parking requirement they allow a
much bigger footprint on the lot. She compares their proposal to 600 Talcott which met the B1
requirements. “The community is losing crucial right of way parking spots in this proposal – 3
spots.” She asks the commission to deny the project in full, not allow a revision.

1:07:49 -1:10:50 Missy Langdon – asked, what makes this a PUD application?  She also
charges that the applicant is simply calling it a PUD to skirt regulations. “This is a residential
building period. They are circumventing B1 mixed use, special use regulations. It’s a cheat.”
Says 52% is outrageous, claims the only benefit is only a few trees.

Olivia Samson.  1:11:22 -  1:14:55.  Concerned about negative impact on the 5 homes to the
north and the traffic impact in the area. Concerned about pedestrian safety, children’s safety.
Parking lot currently used for South Park recreational facilities, parents / staff at school, etc.
She notes amenities that can are listed as justification in regulations are not being offered.

Brandy Healy  - also questions the appropriateness of this project as a PUD and lack of
compelling justifications / benefits.  Questions traffic data and measurement techniques.
Feels pedestrian data lacking and poses safety concerns.

1:18:11 – 1:23:13. Teddie Cheopelas. Next door neighbor. She talks about how greatly the
area has changed over 40 years. Notes she has sent 7 emails, some with photographs of the
congestion in the area. Unhappy about risks, health hazards, noise, air pollution, diminished
home value. Has asked Secretary of State to update population and traffic density standards.

1:23:35.  Jeffrey Randazzo. Also sees project as a burden.

1:25:30 – 1:29:33  Gary Mitchell, resident and architect. Complimented some aspects of the
proposal but was critical of others, particularly the lack of sensitivity paid to properties to the
north, back of the building. He feels the traffic averages not very relevant, unusual patterns.

1:30:00 – 1:35:08 John Baresky (written comment as well). Concerns with drainage, parking,
property devaluation, traffic flow & safety concerns. He would want to see that any stormwater
impact fees stays in neighborhood. Feels sample size for traffic study is inadequate, cherry
picked. Said, safety first. Kids and cars don’t mix.

6 additional written comments provided online, linked to agenda



Commissioner Input:

Schuepfer uncomfortable with the project due to school drop-off congestion, etc.  She noted
that school staff are parking on the street.  Quality of life concerns.  She feels proposal
incongruent with the neighborhood. (She said, “we could probably find something better.”  --
To the best of LWV Observer’s knowledge, that is not a valid zoning denial basis under law.
Proposal must be judged on its merit. Should be confirmed.)

Paprocki also expresses lack of comfort b/c it is “out of synch with the neighborhood.”  He
says adherence to B1 code requirements would limit bulk more than this proposal does. He
also doesn’t feel it meets PUD standard of substantial benefit to neighborhood.

Mills in favor, appreciates adjustments from previous proposals for this lot by developer.

Dallmeyer sees the development as an improvement to the community – stormwater as one
important benefit. He notes that the existing traffic issues need to be addressed and solved,
and that this building is not the solution … this is a larger issue to work on.  Pedestrian
crosswalks on Talcott, for example. City planning ideas needed, issues to address school
children safety etc.  Holding up this development isn’t the solution.  He says this issue needs
City Council, school district, police dept work, not just on the developer or PZC.

Hutchinson on the fence. Agrees that the developer has been responsive to neighbors’
concerns and likes the development overall. He notes that change is coming, a development
is coming, traffic is coming regardless. Not the landowner’s fault that the community currently
enjoys using his property as a parking lot.  Community development issues. He struggles with
the PUD aspect.  He notes that this is an unusual property that needs special
accommodations but could potentially be done through other mechanisms.

CPD Director clarifies the PUD issue – he doesn’t seem to feel that it makes much difference
whether it comes in as a special use instead, the property remains a B1, just allows more
flexibility. It’s more of a process issue here, not a zoning one. With a PUD, more flexibility to
view this holistically and ask developer to put in more $$$ to city to improve the pedestrian
environment, etc.  This is a benefit to the city, not a work-around from his description of the
process. (Useful input -- around 2:20 time mark).

Hanlon generally favorable toward the development.  Observed at school pick up, and noted
many empty spaces, just poor usage patterns with parents all congregating on Fairview, many
empty spots on street along Talcott.  Interest in benefit provision to pedestrian crossings, etc.
He is in favor of adding conditions / public benefits to appease some residents’ concerns.

Director Awsumb feels the school administration needs to be involved in these conversations,
and the school needs to address the inappropriate use of this private property / parking lot.
Stakeholder involvement needed.  Can consider a continuance.



Decision Outcome:

Motion to continue. Issues staff and applicant will consider include:  garage door
opening, exploring public benefit of a crosswalk, improvements to back-of-building
screening/privacy, school traffic management, potential consideration of reversal of
drive to lower level  - single egress off Talcott. Also Park District input desired regarding
their planned improvements at South Park. Also Qs about landscaping alongside by
funeral home.  Staff needs a bit more turn-around time to research these issues and
speak with stakeholders. Hearing will be continued – case to resume at Jan 10th

meeting.  Becky Mills made motion.

To the best of your knowledge, were any of the topics relevant to a position of LWVPR? If
so, please indicate which topics:

Potentially, though indirectly. The proposed property is high rent. It would not increase the
availability of moderately priced housing stock, but many issues raised in opposition to the
property echo complaints and fears levied toward any multi-family, moderate, or affordable
housing projects.  The developer himself raised such points to try to assuage the public’s
opposition, reassuring them that he is “not bringing in affordable housing” and that the
residents would be “upscale” and “affluent” and thus not negatively impact the neighbors. This
type of rhetoric discourages developments that increase community inclusiveness and
growth.

Also potentially relevant:  Community planning / coordination between public bodies. Park
District, D64, and City coordination seems overdue here on the pedestrian and traffic issues
in this area.



Topic:  Land Use in Uptown

Claudia Hampel (PZC Coordinator) gave a very brief update on the initial staff analysis /
tour of Uptown and review of business licenses. She and Richard Peters toured the
area. About 71% mix business/retail/office/prof services, about 8% vacancy rate (17
properties). On December 13 (and beyond), they plan to begin a detailed analysis of
Uptown uses with Commissioners.

Are any of these issues time-sensitive matters that would benefit from being shared with
members / public ASAP?  Please explain:   No.

Were members civil to each other and
the public?

yes

Members attentive and alert? yes

Any problems with facilities? No, but poor sound quality on video recording of
starting at 1:37 and around 1:50, speaker too far
from mic.  Also at hour 2:00.

Was the agenda properly followed, as
published?

No City Council liaison report.

Time of adjournment: 10 p.m.


